Revolution 360
For 24 Gramophones
Overview:
Revolution 360 is the main Gramophone Installation commission that we are all contributing to as a collaborative work. I have ‘designed’ the installation
(or ‘composed the structure’) and each of us will populate this structure with content as described in this brief. It is a example of a ‘process installation’
in some sense – the process being a set of instructions that would result in a different outcome with different participants. The result is not known at the
start.
Concept:
The concept of the piece is inspired by Dendrochronology – the method of dating tree rings. Visually, the cross section of tree rings bears a striking
resemblance to the surface of a record – despite the fact that a record’s ‘grooves’ are actually one long spiralled groove, not separate rings like a tree. Of
course when a record ‘skips’ it can result in a trapped ‘loop’ that does behave like a ‘ring’. A greater understanding of various historical facts can be
ascertained through Dendrochronology and, given that ‘Sound Unbound’ is intended to introduce a broad ‘classical’ repertoire to new audiences, I’ve
imaged a piece that contains ‘rings’ (or loops) of classical music history. This ‘sonic history’ will be presented through a structure that is governed by the
physical properties of a 78rpm record – the standard in 1935, which is also roughly the limit of repertoire usually engaged with in ‘Sound Unbound’
weekends. It would take up too much space to explain everything here, but here are the brief structural foundations of the work:
•

On average there are 335 cycles per side on a 12 inch 78rpm record – approximately 41⁄4 minutes (81⁄2 when playing both sides). So:
o The piece unpacks 335 years of ‘classical’ music history with 335 loops (1600 to 1935)
o The piece lasts approximately 81⁄2 minutes

•

The iconic π ratio (circumference:diameter) is used to govern the exponential increase in tempo throughout the piece (albeit quantised).

•

The ‘cycle of 5ths’ is employed to guide the ‘tonal centre’ progression of the piece

•

The title comes from the following:
o We often refer to developments in music as being ‘revolutionary’
o A record ‘revolves’
o 360 represents both the full circle of a record and also a rounding up of the years of history the piece unpacks.

Constructing your individual contributions to the work’s content:
1. Refer to the grid below to find which Gramophone’s material you will be constructing (e.g. mine is G23 - labelled, ‘Mike’).
2. You will see a list of 14 dates running vertically below your name from which to source music.
3. On the right hand side of the grid, you will see the parameters with which you should manipulate your source music to create a loop for each year:
a. ‘tempo’ – this will need to be exact so the rhythmic feel of all 24 gramophones is synchronised
b. ‘beats in loop’ – exact.
c. ‘loop length in seconds’ - just for info, this is intrinsically liked to tempo and ‘beats in loop’
d. ‘Key/tonal centre’ – the underlying tonal centre of the segment you’re looping. Attempt to choose segments that are as consistent as
possible in this respect. This will understandably become harder to do as the years progress – which is an intended development aspect of
the work - so become more relaxed with finding loops of consistent tonal centre the later the period.
Gramophone Grid:

Important guidelines are included on the next page…

Guidelines:
•

Copyright clearance is all taken care of through Barbican’s PRS licence; so you can source/rip from Spotify, YouTube, CDs, LPs – basically
anywhere.

•

The following Wikipedia links give you an excellent starting point to find the names of, or even links to, pieces written in exactly the years you’ll be
looking for:
o https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Table_of_years_in_music
o https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Category:Compositions_by_year&subcatuntil=1879%7C%0A1879+compositions#mwsubcategories

•

When choosing music, prioritise pieces that contain fragments close to the tempo and tonal centre – ±10 bpm and ±3 semitones – in order to
avoid extreme manipulation (remember, a piece in C will have passages in close tonal centres like F, G, D etc., so search for these). The tonal
centre refers to the loop fragment you supply, not necessarily the actual key of the piece. RELATIVE MINORS ARE ACCEPTABLE IN PLACE OF
THE MANJOR KEY STATED IN THE GRID.

•

TWO files per year piece should be submitted:
o A specific loop (as per the specification in the GRID) that has been manipulated to match exact tempo and tonal centre
o The full musical phrase that contains your loop fragment and that has been manipulated using the same settings as your loop (in terms or
tempo and transposition adjustment). It is understood that the tempo and tonal centre of this longer file will deviate through this phrase.

•

Bounce both your loop AND phrase as a MONO WAV file @ 16bit, 44.1kHz.

•

Label your bounced audio files as follows: “Revolution_XXXX_loop” and “Revolution_XXXX_phrase - where XXXX is the year of the extract.

•

Email me files individually as you complete (or wetransfer a batch if you compete several in one day): mike@stilltimemusic.co.uk

•

The DEADLINE is the end of this term (so just over one year per day between now and 31st March).

•

Please work CHRONOLOGICALLY and send files daily as they are completed (don't wait until you’ve complete all 14). This will greatly assist me
as I start to construct the full piece and will enable me to feedback on any issues earlier in the process.
Mike Roberts, March 2017

